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A Track Scale Test Weight

Car

Frequent tests as to the accuracy of

track scales to determine as to whether

they are accurately calibrated, are of

the greatest importance, and for such

service a small and compact car has

been found to be the most satisfactory

method of making such tests, and such

a car is coming more and more into

use on a number of large railroads.

To meet the increasing demand for a

car of this type, with which to make

such tests, the Southwark Foundry &

Machine Co., Philadelphia, Pa., is man

ufacturing scale test weight cars in

any specified weight, although the

units of 40,000 and 80,000 lbs. are the

weights usually required.

These cars are of the same design

as those adopted and in use by the

United States .bureau of standards, and

are the result of much study and ex

perimental investigation, followed by-

extensive service tests. The car is

constructed entirely of metal, has a

four-wheel truck, and the two axles

set acurately parallel and absolutely

square with the longitudinal axis of the

car.

The journals are specially designed

roller bearings with side thrust bear

ings, to make oiling unnecessary.

They are entirely enclosed, giving

them protection from dirt or being

tampered with. These bearings also

give a minimum of friction and make it

possible for one man to move the car

up a 1 per cent grade.

The wheels are forged steel, 36 in.

in diameter, pressed on the axles, the

wheel base is short, being 7 ft. 0 in.,

which is an advantage over longer

cars, since the weight can be placed at

any desired point on the platform.

The car is constructed entirely of

metal, the frame is made of two cast

ings, machined and bolted along the

center. The running board or floor

plate is of the non-slip self-draining

type, and act? as a hinged cover to the

adjusting weight storage. The weights

are 50-lb. cast iron units, which are

used to bring the car up to the desired

final test weight and are locked and

sealed after the weight is once adjust

ed.. The hand rail fastened to the

body extends along the running board.

In the center of the body of the car,

running transversely, is a cylindrical

chamber to carry the tool box super

cargo. This box contains such tools

as are needed in adjusting track scales.

Doors on both sides are hinged hatch

type, closed with a screw, against a

lead gasket, preventing water leaking

into the chamber and affecting the

weight. The tool box should be re

moved before using the car, as the

tools are liable to vary in weight from

time to time.

Draft gear standard with any rail

road car is applied. A. R. A. standard

couplers and U. S. standard safety

appliances are furnished. The body is

hung on the journals by four leaf

springs.

Standard air line and hose couplings

run through the car, but hand brake

only is furnished with forged hand

wheel. The air pipe is made self drain

ing to prevent the trapping of con

densation. Flag and lamp sockets are

fitted to the four corners, but it is pre

ferred to carry this car just ahead of

the caboose, where it can be quickly

detached from or applied to a train.

The whole car is low with sloping

sides as a protection from the influence

of wind and water and is built without

obstruction underneath, preventing the

accumulation of foreign matter. The

construction is in strict accord with

all requirements laid down by the

American Railway Association in the

installation of testing track scales.

Car for Testing Track Scales, Southwark Foundry & Machine Co.

The Best Size for a Railway

Supply Plant

By William R. Basset

President, Miller Franklin Basset &

Co., Inc.

Almost every man feels that if his

business were only larger, his profits

would be greater and all would be well.

A business man's career is usually a

continuous struggle to make greater

sales and to make his plant larger.

Undoubtedly the manufacturing of

the future will be done by the large en

terprises for only they can achieve the

economies of mass production. But it

does not follow that it will be done in

tremendou" plants, centralized n one

location. Farsighted business men and

engineers realize that the big plant is-

not always the most economical one

either for making or for selling.

There is a best size of manufacturing

unit for each industry.. The big busi

ness will have many such units spread

over the country. If a plant is too

small it cannot afford to pay the price

demanded by men capable of manufac

turing economically for it cannot utilize

all of their ability. It must put ul

with inferior, cheaper talent. If on tht

otner hand the plant is too large, exe

cutive supervision will not be able to

cover it completely. There will be a

fringe that will escape proper super

vision. That means that something or

other will constantly be going wrong.

To determine just how large your

plant should be, for best results, is a

study that will well repay the effort and

time taken.


